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Vital Images® Showcases Powerful Enterprise Imaging Solution at RSNA 2017
Introducing enhancements to advanced visualization, image sharing, and prescriptive analytics solutions

November 22, 2017 – Minnetonka, Minnesota, USA – Vital Images will showcase enhancements to its
powerful enterprise imaging solutions at the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) annual
meeting in Chicago, November 26 – December 1 in booth #7323. Built on an over 25-year pioneering
legacy in the imaging industry, Vital continues to expand on three product lines that make up its Vitrea®
Enterprise Imaging portfolio: Vitrea Vision, Vitrea Connection, and Vitrea Intelligence.
“We encourage RSNA visitors to work with our team of experts to build a simplified enterprise imaging
strategy that can help to reduce costs, increase efficiencies, and improve clinical outcomes for your
organization and patients,” says Vice President of Marketing, Mike LaChance.
This year at RSNA, Vital is highlighting key enhancements to their comprehensive enterprise imaging
portfolio including advanced visualization, image sharing, and financial analytics solutions.
The newest version of Vitrea Advanced Visualization delivers a cohesive user interface across all
modalities and all deployments. With its intuitive design and superior applications, Vitrea software
facilitates improved clinical workflows across all departments. In addition, many new application specific
enhancements have been added to the solution.
The Vitrea Connection line is showcasing an image sharing solution that automates the labor-intensive
and error-prone manual processes of getting outside images, stored on physical media or within another
PACS, VNA or image sharing system, into your primary clinical systems and workflows.
The Vitrea Intelligence line is featuring Opportunity Navigator, a prescriptive financial analytics solution
that presents users with a menu of available financial “opportunities” and continuously directs users
toward specific actions to increase revenues or avoid costs. With Opportunity Navigator’s powerful
recommendation engine, users will always have actionable information at their fingertips to achieve their
financial objectives and organizational goals.
“Vital is driven to innovate because we know that people and data are always in motion,” explains
President and CEO, Jim Litterer. “We believe that relevant data must be readily available for
interpretation. We bring clarity and context to information so that clinicians stay connected to the
evolving patient story.”
About Vital Images
Vital Images, Inc., a Canon Group company, is a leading provider of diagnostic imaging and enterprise
informatics solutions to help healthcare organizations deliver exceptional care while optimizing resources
across multi-facility organizations. The company's solutions are scalable to meet the unique needs of
hospitals and imaging centers and are accessible throughout the enterprise anytime and anywhere. For
more information, visit www.vitalimages.com, or join the conversation on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook
and YouTube.

Vital Images and Vitrea are registered trademarks of Vital Images, Inc. in the US and may have
protection in other countries.
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